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Knittique’s Scraplet Skeins™ trunk show at 
For Yarn’s Sake!

Scraplet Skeins™ are made by hand-tying lengths of  yarns in varying colors and textures into a single 

skein. All fibers are high-quality natural fibers, exotics, and novelties (including yarns hand-painted 

exclusively for Knittique), producing one-of-a-kind skeins.

Scraplet Skeins™  each have a specific color sequence; think of  them as multi-textured versions of  the 

ever-popular self-striping yarns. This allows for myriad creative design possibilities, just a few of  which 

are showcased in our line of  Scraplet Skeins™ patterns. We’ll have lots of  samples (and patterns) at the 

show to inspire you!

We virtually never produce more than 5 or 6 skeins of  any one colorway; each skein in a given 

colorway will have a consistent color sequence, although the actual yarns used will vary from skein to 

skein. This ensures color consistency while each skein is still one-of-a-kind. You can also order custom-

colored Scraplet Skeins™; we’ve had many custom orders from knitters who were making capelets to 

coordinate with wedding color palettes, for example.

Lindy Thibodaux, Knittique owner, started making these fabulous skeins in the early 2000s, when she 

was running a retail yarn shop in Dayton, Ohio. She begins with a color palette or story, then 

combines multiple strands of  yarns and many different textures to create skeins of  truly unique beauty.

Lindy will be presenting the Knittique trunk show, so she can help you pick gorgeous For Yarn’s Sake 

yarns to coordinate with your Scraplet Skeins™, answer questions, and demonstrate how Scraplet 

Skeins™ are made; if  you arrive early enough, you can even pick out colors to have your own custom 

skein made on the spot! Don’t miss this fabulous event! 

See this skein and 

much more, including 

samples, patterns, 

and even a Scraplet 

Skein-making 

demonstration, at For 

Yarn’s Sake!

Join us for all the fun, 

Saturday, September 

10, 2011, from 12:00

—3:00 p.m.

For more information about 
the Knittique trunk show, 
please call For Yarn’s Sake 
at 503-469-9500.
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